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Statin Denialism Internet Cult with Deadly
Consequences

Statin Denialism: an Internet Cult with Deadly Consequences

An editorial by Cleveland Clinic cardiologist Steven Nissen (above image) appeared in
the Annals of Internal Medicine this week lamenting the problem of  “Statin
Denialism” on the Internet.(1-2)



Dr Steve Nissen’s editorial reveals the Mom and Pop bloggers operating out of their
basements have convinced millions of American to stop taking their statin drugs.   I
suggest this is not the “Real Problem”.  The real problem is “Statin Drug Denialists”
lurking in the academic medical community, and publishing their “Statin Denialism”
articles in the mainstream medical literature. Above two images of Steven E Nissen MD
courtesy of New York Times and Cleveland Clinic.

Statin Denialists in the academic cardiology community such as  Dr Edward Gill
Professor of Cardiology at University of Colorado actually have DENIED that statin
drugs have any benefit for reducing calcium score.

I just can’t believe that!

Dr Gill states:

“five randomized controlled trials have demonstrated that not only does statin
treatment not reduce coronary calcium, but in fact, the progression of coronary
calcium by CT scanning is indistinguishable from placebo treatment.” (Curr
Atheroscler Rep. 2010 Mar;12(2):83-7.).

Another denialist is William R Ware, PhD, Emeritus Professor University of Western
Ontario Canada, who wrote in 2009 that modern imaging studies have falsified the
cholesterol theory of atherosclerosis. Dr Ware says:

“Contrary to the conventional wisdom, total cholesterol (TC) and LDL cholesterol
in asymptomatic individuals are not associated with either the extent or
progression of coronary plaque, as quantified either by electron beam
tomography (EBT) or coronary CT angiography” (Med Hypotheses. 2009
Oct;73(4):596-600.)

Dr Ware also says this data has been largely ignored by mainstream cardiology. He
says,

“The evidence falsifying the hypothesis that LDL drives atherosclerosis has been
largely ignored.”

Autopsy Studies Do Not Correlate

Another inconvenient fact, as Dr William Ware points out in his articles, multiple
autopsy studies show no correlation between serum cholesterol and the amount of
coronary atherosclerosis present at autopsy.(18-20)

Statins Stimulate Atherosclerosis and Heart Failure

Another Statin Denialist is Professor of Biochemistry Harumi Okuyama of Nagoya City
University, Japan who published this 2015 article in the mainstream medical
literature saying that rather than prevent atherosclerosis, statins stimulate it.(22)  In



addition, here is what Dr Harumi Okuyama had to say about statin drugs:

“No significant beneficial effects of statins for the reduction of CVD
(cardiovascular disease) mortality have been reported since 2004/2005.”(25)

Note: 2005 is when congress tightened reporting rules on drug trials.

Another Statin Denialist is Dr Mikael Rabaeus, a Cardiologist in Geneva Switzerland
who published his article in the medical literature in 2017 .  He actually says statin
discontinuation could SAVE LIVES ! (21)

“Statin discontinuation does not lead to increased IHD (Ischemic Heart Disease) 
and overall mortality, at least in the months following interruption of treatment.
On the contrary, one might even conclude that statin discontinuation could save
lives….. In summary, it cannot be considered as evidence based to continue to
claim that statin discontinuation increases mortality or that statin therapy saves
lives.”(21) Quote Dr Mikael Rabaeus.

These denialists are not mom and pop bloggers on the internet.  These Statin
Denialists are in the mainstream medical literature!!!

More Statin Denialism articles in the mainstream medical literature:

Heart Attack Victims Have Low Cholesterol

If cholesterol was truly the cause of heart attacks, then one would expect heart
attack victims to reveal the high cholesterol causing their heart attack.  They found
the opposite.  Heart attack victims have low cholesterol.  A study  analyzed 137,000
heart attack patients from 541 US hospitals and found mean cholesterol was only
174.  This is low, not high. (10)

Henry Ford Hospital

In addition, if high cholesterol was truly the cause of heart attacks, one would expect
heart attack victims with the highest cholesterol to have the worst prognosis, and
lowest cholesterol to have the best prognosis.  They don’t.  A study from Henry Ford
Hospital in Detroit showed that three years after a heart attack, the patients
with lowest cholesterol had the highest mortality (14% vs. 7 %) (10).

Laughing All the Way to the Bank



Left image : Doctor Receiving Financial Stipends, Research awards, speaking fees etc
from statin drug makers: Courtesy of the best you magazine
Laughing all the way to the bank

The Elderly

A dozen studies show low cholesterol in the elderly is a marker for increased
mortality, not improved survival.(11)

Selected Medical Conditions – Lower Cholesterol Increases Mortality

Also, in selected medical conditions such as congestive heart failure, haemodialysis,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), as in the elderly, higher cholesterol is
associated with improved survival, and lower cholesterol with increased
mortality.(10)

No Mortality Benefit in Primary Prevention Setting

Another statin denialist from Cambridge, Dr Kausik K. Ray, MD published his article in
2010 concluding that men with elevated cholesterol and no history of heart disease
had no mortality benefit from taking a statin drug.(13)   Dr Ray says:

“Data were combined from 11 studies …on 65,229 participants followed for
approximately 244,000 person-years, during which 2793 deaths occurred. The
use of statins in this high-risk primary prevention setting was not associated
with a statistically significant reduction in the risk of all-cause mortality.”

“Pleiotropic Effects”  – Anti-Inflammatory Effects of Statins –

Statin Drugs  Reduce Mortality after Cardiac Surgery.(12)

The two studies on this statin drug benefit for cardiac bypass by Curtis and Barakat
refer to the anti-inflammatory “pleiotropic effects” of statin drugs.  Cardiac bypass is
associated with massive release of proinflammatory cytokines and intense systemic
inflammatory response.(12)  Statin drugs can help with all this inflammation by down
regulating Nuclear Factor Kappa Beta  (NF-κ B), the master controller of the
inflammatory response.  So, yes, there is a potential benefit for Statins as anti-
inflammatory agents.  Statin drugs block the inflammatory cytokine release in the
post operative patient, thus reducing mortality from the procedure.  Surprising, the



authors comment that there was no proven reduction in myocardial infarction post
cardiac bypass with statin drug use. This was a disappointment. The reduction in
mortality was thought to be due to reduction in systemic inflammatory response. 
There was another benefit with reduction in episodes of atrial fibrillation.  It appears
that the benefit of statin drugs in this population is not as cholesterol lowering
agents.  The benefits are due to anti-inflammatory properties of statins. If so, then
one might consider other anti-inflammatory interventions which down regulate NFkB. 
(12)

U-Shaped Mortality Curve

Left Image: J-Lit Mortality Data Chart courtesy Eddie Vos,  Highest mortality (6%) on
statins is seen at lowest cholesterol vales of 160 and below.  Lowest mortality seen  at
total cholesterol of 250.  Above 250, mortality increases.  from Matsuzaki, Masunori, et
al. “Large Scale Cohort Study of the Relationship Between Serum Cholesterol
Concentration and Coronary Events With Low-Dose Simvastatin Therapy in Japanese
Patients With Hypercholesterolemia. Primary Prevention Cohort Study of the Japan
Lipid Intervention Trial (J-LIT).” Circulation journal 66.12 (2002): 1087-1095.
J_Lit_Circ_2002_MABUCHI

Eddie Vos Chart Shows No Mortality Benefit in Primary Prevention

The reality is

that there is no mortality benefit from lowering cholesterol with statin drugs: Both



lines on the mortality chart (left) are superimposed meaning the number of deaths in
the statin drug group was identical to the number of deaths in the placebo group.  
Left chart image: Courtesy of Eddie Vos

Analyzing data from five statin drug studies (4S, WOSCOPS, CARE,
TEXCAPS/AFCAPS and LIPID), Peter R Jackson found a 1% increase in mortality
after 10 years on statin drugs in people with no pre-existing heart disease (primary
prevention) (Br J Clin Pharmacol. 2001 Oct; 52(4): 439–446.).

Rita Redberg MD (14)

Another statin denialist is Rita Redberg, MD who bluntly says in JAMA 2012 that
healthy men should not take statins. (14) Left image courtesy of Rita redberg, M.D.

Diamond and Ravnskov

Drs David Diamond and Uffe Ravnskov explain how “statistical deception created the
appearance that statins are safe and effective in primary and secondary prevention of
cardiovascular disease.” published in 2015 Expert Review of clinical
pharmacology.(23)  Their “opinion is that although statins are effective at reducing
cholesterol levels, they have failed to substantially improve cardiovascular
outcomes.“(23)

Who Benefits from Statin Drugs ?

Statin drugs were FDA approved based on a small benefit over placebo for middle
aged men with known heart disease.  This is called secondary prevention.

Secondary Prevention of Heart Disease in Males

Considering the media and marketing hype over statin drugs, one would think there
must be something to it, so let’s take a look at the statin drug studies in the best case
scenario, middle aged men with known heart disease, also known as secondary
prevention. This group has proven mortality benefit, and these are the studies
submitted for FDA approval for this class of drugs. Let’s take a closer look at the data
from two of the most representative secondary prevention studies with statin drugs,
the 4S (15-16) and the LIPID Studies (17).



4S Trial with Simvastatin in Scandinavia (15,16) – 0.6% per year

Here is a quick recap of the 4S-Trial data.

The 4S trial was done on 4444 patients who had known heart disease, randomized to
simvastatin or placebo, and followed for 5.5 years.  At the end of the follow up, they
reported 182 deaths in the statin drug group (8.2 %) and 256 deaths in the placebo
group (11.5% ).  This provided  an absolute mortality benefit of 3.3% over 5.5 years,
or 0.6% per year.  The 6-year probabilities of survival for placebo was 88.5 % and for
simvastatin was 91.8%, a difference of 3.3%.(15-16)

LIPID Pravastatin  Study (17) – 0.5% per year

Here is a quick recap of the LIPID Trial data.

9,000 patients with unstable angina and history of myocardial infarction were
randomized to either placebo or Pravastatin and followed for 6.1 years.(17)

The statin group had 11% mortality and the placebo group had 14.1 % mortality
over 6.1 years.  This is a 3.1% mortality benefit over 6.1 years or 0.5% per year. 
After 6 years probability of survival in the placebo group is 85.9% and in the Statin
drug group is 89%, a difference of 3.1 %.   (17)

Absolute Mortality Benefit of 0.5% per year in Secondary Prevention

So, as you can see from the above, the absolute mortality benefit in the best case
scenario, in secondary prevention trials, is only 0.5% – 0.6% per year.  This benefit is
underwhelming, and actually quite shocking that it is so minimal, especially since
drug company marketing suggests much larger benefit.

Conclusion:  The benefits of statin drugs have been over hyped, and adverse effects
underplayed.  A number of dissenting physicians  have earned the label of “statin
denialists” by casting doubts on statin drugs.  These “statin denialists” have stated
the benefits of statin drugs are minor, in the range of 0.5% per year reduction in



absolute mortality for middle aged men with known heart disease.  For all other
categories, such as women, the elderly and healthy males, there is no benefit. 
Benefits of statin drugs, are related to the anti-inflammatory “pleiotropic effects” of
statins, rather than any reduction in serum cholesterol which can be quite dramatic. 
Perpetuation of the statin drug myth is essential for maintaining drug industry profits.
The financial stakes are high, so don’t expect change any time soon.  Above left
image: Vending machine for statin drugs.

Jeffrey Dach MD
7450 Griffin Road, Suite 190
Davie, Florida 33314
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⚑
katanahamon
8 months ago

Also, you don’t see any large, long term studies of the statins to examine
their side effects, and their effects on mortality and quality of life...this is
simply pharma’s greed. Our society first of all doesn’t understand basic
scientific principles, and, doesn’t really think about quality of life and end
of life issues.

Reply1△ ▽

⚑
katanahamon
8 months ago

Yep. Took several forms of statins, ended up with rhabdomyolysis and my
legs swelled up, the ER said “your heart just doesn’t work as well as it
should.” That was in my thirties. Gave them up, exercised, ran, did aikido,
took fish oil, NAC, half dose daily men’s vitamin without iron..approaching
my mid fifties now. Seen much more harm from statins in my family and
friends, seen muscle damage, weakness, lowered quality of life, diabetes,
obesity. They are just a moneymaker for pharma...don’t take them.

Reply1△ ▽

⚑
Tom Naughton
a year ago

Well, I was a standup comic for several years ...

Reply△ ▽

⚑
Dan Golthing
a year ago

Dr Dach, thanks for all your articles. I'm surprised that you of all people
have seemed to have missed the "Holy Grail" of health and wellness.
Nothing better for clearing arterial plaque and reducing blood pressure.
can cure arthritis, can cure cancer, and the list is endless.

The non-domesticated animal kingdom know this, yet it is free. It will not
help a doctor make a payment on his Mercedes. So guess who won't
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